
Datacode is proud to present FOCUS: Diva Melodic Techno, an absolute powerhouse preset bank 
for the highly regarded u-he Diva synth with a deep focus on the latest sounds in Melodic Techno 
& Progressive House! Our sound design team has spent countless hours tweaking and refining 
this premium and custom collection of Diva presets to deliver an authentic soundset that features 
the most sought-after and genre defining sounds of Melodic Techno and many forward-thinking 
and distinct sounds you will only find in this pack. Diva is an award-winning synth known for its 
exceptional analogue edge and warm, rich sound, making it a top choice for many Melodic 
Techno and Progressive House producers.


FOCUS: Diva Melodic Techno includes over 80 Diva Presets with deep character and cutting edge 
sound design featuring a massive selection of detuned, brassy, soft and overdriven synth leads, 
rich analogue style bass, unique synth and bass arp presets that can be played lower or higher on 
the keyboard to turn a synth arp into a driving bassline, also includes several haunting cinematic 
and wide drifting pads.


Explore the 5 Construction Kits with all the tools and elements you need to start on your next 
track including Wav Stems, Midi files, Loop Versions and Key & Tempo labels for all essential 
sounds. Be sure to listen to the full Audio Demo to hear all the deeply inspiring and energetic 
synth melodies and basslines created with the Diva presets and loops included in this pack!


Details:

WAV 24 Bit: 680 MB;

254 Total Files;

Total Diva Presets: 83;

Total Wav Loops and Stems: 125;

Total Midi Files: 46;

Tempo at 124 BPM;


83 Total Diva Presets:

20 Arp Presets;

22 Bass Presets;

21 Synth Lead Presets;

10 Pad Presets;

10 FX Presets;


5 Full Construction Kits (Incl. 49 Wav Stems - Drums, Bass, Synth, Pads, FX) 5 Kit Loop Versions 
(Incl. 45 Loop Versions - Drums, Bass, Synth, Pads, FX);


31 Total Diva Wav Loops;

16 Synth Loops;

8 Bass Loops;

7 Pad Loops;

46 Total Midi Files (Bass, Synth, Pads);

100% Royalty-Free.


Requirements:

U-he Diva Version 1.4.3.9033 Or Higher.


